LEADER TO LEADER

HESSELBEIN & COMPANY

FRANCES HESSELBEIN
Called to Serve
Intellectual curiosity, personal development, and community involvement

BOB BUFORD
Peter Drucker: An Amazing Grasp of Context
Vast knowledge of how the world works

KELLY LOVELL
Volunteer-Powered Enterprise
More than one way to get to the top

GREG BUSTIN
Leading with Questions
A journey to a new destination traveled together

GARY RANKER, DONNY HUANG, & MARILYN MCLEOD
Navigating U.S. and Chinese Business Cultures:
Using Global Mindset Leadership
Grooming a new generation of leaders is essential for any company or country

EXECUTIVE FORUM

JOHN BALDONI
Mindful Leaders Have Moxie
Make time now for what matters most to you

DEREK LIDOW
Creating a Personal Leadership Strategy
Evaluate your core motivations

JOHN HOPE BRYANT
Investing in Human Dignity: A Global Vision, a Healthy ROI, a Better World
We are at a moment of conscious consensus

DAVID BURKUS
Why Great Ideas Get Rejected: And How to Keep Yours from Being Shot Down
Human biases and organizational structures can conspire against great ideas

JUANA BORDAS
Leadership by the Many: The Power of Latino Inclusion
A new America with inclusiveness and active citizenship at its core

FROM THE FRONT LINES

Enterprise Architecture and Business Intelligence: From As-Is to Future State
Support for the delivery of strategy

Serendipity and “Aha” Moments in Organizations
Creating times and spaces for creativity